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1 Introduction
In this article we study special motions in complex projective space Pn . The motions
in question are characterized by the existence of a rational curve C ⊂ Pn whose points
have trajectories in proper subspaces of Pn (semi-Darboux motions of C). Our main
contribution will be the characterization of semi-Darboux motions with equivalent trajectories.
This text is a complement to the investigations on semi-Darboux motions of conic
sections or general rational curves in [6, 7]. Furthermore, it is related to [1] and works
by W. Rath on projective motions where all trajectories lie in proper subspaces of Pn
(Darboux motions, see [2, 3, 4]).
The equivalence of trajectories is a common topic in theoretical kinematics. It is
addressed in most of the mentioned papers. Other important references include works
by H. Vogler on affine motions with “many” trajectories in subspaces (see [8, 9, 10]).
Usually, the criteria for the equivalence of trajectories are only sufficient As a rule of
thumb, it can be guaranteed in the “general case”. Necessary and sufficient conditions
are given in [3, Theorem 13] and [6, Theorem 18]. They concern smooth Darboux
motions and semi-Darboux motions of conic sections. In the present article, the latter
result is generalized in two aspects: We consider projective motions of rational curves of
arbitrary degree and we use a more general concept of projective motions. In particular,
we do not make any assumptions on the motion’s smoothness.
2 Darboux and semi-Darboux motions
We denote the complex projective space of dimension n by Pn . Its elements are the
one-dimensional subspaces of Cn+1 . If x ∈ Cn+1 is a basis vector of x ∈ Pn , we say that
x represents x and write x =
ˆ x. The same notation will be used for denoting the relation
between a point of an arbitrary projective space over a vector space and any of its basis
vectors.
The projective group PGL of Pn is the projective space over the vector space of complex
matrices of dimension (n + 1) × (n + 1). Its elements are the projective transformations
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of Pn . If µ ∈ PGL is represented by the matrix M , the µ-image of x =
ˆ x is the point
xµ =
ˆ M · x. It is undefined for points in the kernel of µ, defined as
ker µ := {x =
ˆ x | M · x = o}.
Definition 1. A projective motion M is a subset of PGL. The M-trajectory of a point
x ∈ Pn is the set

T xM := xµ | µ ∈ M, x ∈
/ ker µ .
If it is clear or irrelevant, which motion M we refer to, we will denote the M-trajectory
of x simply by T x. Note that our definition of projective motions is very general: We
do not require a parameterized equation for M nor do we make assumptions on its
smoothness.
The M-trajectory of x is at the same time the image of M under the singular projective mapping
Λx : PGL \ Lx , µ 7→ xµ.
(1)
The mapping Λx is a kinematic mapping. It is undefined for the points of
Lx = {µ ∈ M | x ∈ ker µ}
(see [3]). The subspace Lx is called the center of Λx . It depends on x but not on the
motion M.
The M-trajectory T y is called kinematically equivalent to T x, if there exists a (not
necessarily regular) projective transformation ν ∈ PGL such that yµ = xµν holds for
all transformations µ ∈ M for which xµ and yµ are defined.
If all trajectories of a projective motion M ⊂ PGL lie in proper subspaces of Pn , the
motion M is called a Darboux motion. Because of Equation 1, the trajectories of M
are kinematically equivalent to a fixed trajectory T x0 , if
 
 
dim M = max{dim T x | x ∈ Pn }

(thereby · denotes the span in the respective projective space). The converse is only
true under a less general concept of projective motions (see [3, Theorem 13]). A counterexample is a discrete Darboux motion consisting of t + 2 general projective transformations such that a generic trajectory lies in a subspace of dimension t (motions of that
type really exist).
If only the M-trajectories of a rational curve C lie in subspaces of Pn , we call M a
semi-Darboux motion of C (hereafter referred to as SD-motion). In this case, we define
the trajectory dimension of M as
 
dimT M := max{dim T x | x ∈ C}.
Furthermore, we say that the trajectories of M are equivalent, if all M-trajectories
T x of points x ∈ C are kinematically equivalent to the trajectory T x0 of a fixed point
x0 ∈ C. SD-motions with equivalent trajectories will be referred to as SDE-motions. The
trajectory T x0 will be called the trajectory of reference, the projective transformation
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that realizes the kinematic equivalence between T x0 and T x will be called a trajectory
transformation.
For the investigation of SD-motions it is very convenient to study a set of rational
parameterized equations that describe the positions of C during the motion instead of
the motion itself. This point of view has already been taken in [7] and will be very useful
in the present paper as well. It motivated the development of the geometry of rational
parameterized equations in [5]. A few concepts from that theory will be introduced in
the next section.
3 The geometry of rational parameterized equations
Since we use a slightly unusual concept of rational parameterized equations, we give the
following definition:
Definition 2. A rational parameterized equation X of degree d is a point of the projective
space Snd over the vector space
Cn+1
[t]
d

d
n
o
X
:= X =
si xi | xi ∈ Cn+1 .
i=0

The elements of Cn+1
[t] are polynomials of degree d with coefficients in Cn+1 .
d
The value X(t0 ) of the rational parameterized equation X at t0 ∈ C := C ∪ {∞} is
the point X(t0 ) represented by X(t0 ). For t0 = ∞ and for possible zeros of X, it has
to be defined by an appropriate passage to the limit. It is due to this definition that
different parameterized equations X and Y may have the identical values (this is only
possible if their representing polynomials have zeros). The equivalence classes of these
parameterized equations were called i-kernels of second kind in [7].
The value X(t0 ) can be seen as the image of X under the singular projective mapping
Γt0 : Snd \ Kt0 → Pn ,

X 7→ X(t0 ).

(2)

We call Γt0 a semi-kinematic mapping in order to emphasize the similarity to the kinematic mapping of Equation (1). In [7], the set Kt0 of its exceptional values is called a
1-kernel of first kind. It consists of all parameterized equations X =
ˆ X with X(t0 ) = o.
More generally, [7] gives the following definitions:
• The i-kernel of first kind to the zeros t1 , . . . , ti is the set

Kti1 ,...,ti := X =
ˆ X | X(t1 ) = · · · = X(ti ) = o .
• The i-th kernel variety Ki is the union of all i-kernels of first kind.
i to a point X ∈ K is the set of all points Y ∈ Sn
• The i-kernel of second kind KX
i
d
such that X(t) = Y(t) for all values t ∈ C.
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Both types of i-kernels are projective subspaces with important properties. The following results are due to [5]:
• The i-th kernel variety Ki is an algebraic manifold that contains all i-kernels of
first and second kind.
• Every point of Ki \ Ki+1 lies in exactly one i-kernel of first kind and one i-kernel
of second kind.
• The i-kernels of first and second kind are the only maximal subspaces on Ki .
• The union of all i-kernels of first or second kind are rational curves on the Grassmann variety.
Two parameterized equations X and Y from one i-kernel of second kind are, in a
certain sense, equivalent (their values are identical). This property accounts for the
importance of i-kernels of second kind for the study of rational parameterized equations
in Pn .
4 Parameter images
Now we return to the study of projective SD-motions. As already announced, we want
to associate a certain subset P ⊂ Snd to an SD-motion M of the rational curve C ⊂ Pn .
For that purpose, we choose a rational parameterized equation X =
ˆ X ∈ Snd of C and
define a projective mapping
ΠX : PGL \ PX → Snd ,
µ=
ˆ M 7→ Xµ =
ˆ M · X.

(3)

The exceptional set PX of ΠX consists
of all projective transformations µ =
ˆ M such

that M · X ≡ o. It is empty iff C = Pn . In this case, ΠX is an injection.
M of M is the Π -image of M \ P .
Definition 3. The X-parameter image PX
X
X

If it is clear or irrelevant, which SD-motion M we refer to, we will denote the Xparameter image as well by PX . If the used parameterized equation X does not matter
either, we will denote it simply by P.
Note that an arbitrary subset of Snd is not a parameter image unless it consists of
projectively equivalent parameterized equations. In the following, we assume that this
is always the case.
Since ΠX need not be injective, the recovery of M from its X-parameter image is,
in general, not unique. From a given parameterized equation X and an X-parameter
 
image P one can, however, always reconstruct the trajectories of all points of C .
For this reason and because two parameter images PX and PY of M are projectively
equivalent, it is justifiable to study SD-motions via their parameter images. For that
purpose, we transfer all notions related to SD-motions to their parameter images. We
will, for example, speak of SD- and SDE-parameter images or of a parameter image’s
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trajectories and trajectory dimension. Furthermore, we call the integer dimT P the
trajectory dimension of P.
An example for the usefulness of parameter images in the description of SD-motions
is the following characterization of SD-motions that are not contained in proper supermotions of the same trajectory dimension (maximal SD-motions) given in [7]:
Theorem 1. The parameter images of maximal SD-motions are precisely the kernel
complete subspaces of Snd .
Every SD-motion M is contained in a unique maximal SD-motion M0 . A parameter
image P 0 of M0 is obtained as the span of a parameter image P of M and all i-kernels
of second kind that
 intersect P. It will be called the maximal SD-parameter image of P
and denoted by P sd .
5 Maximal SDE-parameter images
Let M be a projective SD-motion of the rational curve C. We choose a rational parameterized equation X of C and denote the X-parameter image of M by P. If P
is an SDE-parameter image, all subsets of P are SDE-parameter images as well. This
motivates the following definition:
Definition 4. An SDE-parameter image P is called SDE-maximal if there exists no
SDE-parameter image P 0 ) P of the same trajectory dimension.
Every SDE-parameter image P is contained in some SDE-maximal parameter image P 0 which in general, but not necessarily, is unique
  (Theorem 2). At any rate, it
is contained in the SD-maximal parameter image P sd . Furthermore, SDE-maximal
parameter images are easily seen to be kernel complete in the sense of
 
Definition 5. The kernel completion T k of a subset T of Snd is the union of T and all
n
i-kernels
  of second kind that intersect T. A subset U of Sd is called kernel complete if
U = U k.
5.1 Decomposition of semi-kinematic mappings
The investigation of SD-parameter images can be simplified by decomposing the semikinematic mappings (2) into a projection and a subsequent bĳective projective transformation. This can be done simultaneously
for almost all semi-kinematic mappings.
 
We choose a subspace T ⊂ P sd of dimension t = dimT M that does not intersect all
i-kernels of first kind. The latter property already implies that T intersects K1 in a finite
number
of points (see [7]). The restriction of almost all semi-kinematic mappings Γt to
 
P sd can be decomposed into a projection Πt with center Kt1 and image space T and a
 
subsequent bĳective projective mapping Ωt form T onto T t . The pair (Πt , Ωt ) will be
called the T -decomposition of Γt . It is undefined for all values t ∈ C with Kt1 ∩ T 6= ∅.
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If the trajectories of M are equivalent, their Ωt -pre-images P t are necessarily projectively equivalent. More accurately, if νt is the trajectory transformation to the trajectory
of reference T t0 and the trajectory T t, the projective transformation
πt := Ωt0 ◦ νt ◦ Ω−1
t
maps P t0 onto P t. We call πt a pre-trajectory transformation to the trajectory of
reference T t0 .
 
If X is a point of P sd , almost all of its Πt -images X(t) are well-defined. They lie in
the intersection X of T and the projection cone of the first kernel variety K1 through
X. This intersection is algebraic (because K1 is) but not necessarily irreducible. At any
rate, X contains a rational component R. This follows from the fact that the union
of all projection centers (i-kernels of first kind) is a rational curve on the Grassmann
variety. Grassmann calculus yields a rational parameterization of R with singularities
at the parameter values of the 1-kernels of first kind that intersect T .
5.2 The uniqueness of maximal SDE-parameter images
We already mentioned that an SDE-parameter image can be contained in different SDEmaximal parameter images of the same trajectory dimension. Fortunately, this is only
possible under special circumstances that will be studied in this section.
Definition 6. A subset T := {t0 , . . . , tt+1 } of Snd is called kernel independent of dimension t if there exists an index i ∈ {0, . . . , t + 1}, such that Ti := T \ {ti } is projectively
independent, ti is not contained in the kernel completion of Ti and the span of Ti does
not intersect all i-kernels of first kind.
Theorem 2. The SDE-maximal parameter image to a given parameter image P is
unique, if and only if P contains a kernel independent subset of dimension dimT P.
Proof. Assume that P contains a kernel independent subset of dimension dimT P. This
ensures that all trajectory transformations νu to a given trajectory of reference T u0 are
unique. Thus, the set

 
P 0 := x ∈ P sd | ∀u ∈ C : x(u) ∈ T u
is an SDE-parameter image. The defining condition of P 0 is the minimal requirement
for SDE-maximal parameter images through P. Furthermore, it guarantees that P and
P 0 are of the same trajectory dimension. Consequently, P 0 is the unique SDE-maximal
parameter image containing P.
Now we assume conversely that P contains no kernel independent subset of dimension
t := dimT P. We have to show that it is contained in two different SDE-maximal
parameter images of trajectory dimension t. There exists a subset T ⊂ P that contains
t independent
points, no two of which lie in the same i-kernel of second kind, such that

T does not intersect all i-kernels of first kind. By assumption, the remaining points of
P lie in the kernel completion of T . By Theorem 3, whose proof requires
only the ‘if’
part of this theorem, the union of T k and a generic point u ∈ P sd is SDE-maximal.
Thus, P lies in infinitely many SDE-maximal parameter images.
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Definition 6 ensures that almost all trajectory transformations to a given trajectory
of reference are unique. Since also the converse is true, Theorem 2 has the following
corollary:
Corollary 1. The SDE-maximal parameter image to a given parameter image P is
unique, if and only if almost all trajectory transformations to a given trajectory of reference T t0 are unique.
5.3 The two types of SDE-maximal parameter images
It is not difficult to figure out two types of maximal SDE-parameter images: We consider
a maximal SD-parameter image P whose trajectories lie in subspaces of dimension t.
Then, any subset Q of P that contains t + 2 points is an SDE-parameter image, as
long as it is of trajectory dimension t (this is the general case). The SDE-property of
Q is obvious because the generic trajectory transformations are defined by the images
of t + 2 points. A t-dimensional subspace R of P is a second simple example of an
SDE-parameter image. The SDE-property follows from Equation (2) and the fact that
the restriction of Γt to R is a bĳection. Moreover, the kernel completions of Q and R
are SDE-parameter images as well (not necessarily different from the original parameter
images). In the remaining part of this section we will show that these are the only types
of SDE-maximal parameter images.
Theorem 3. The kernel completion of a kernel independent set T ⊂ Snd of dimension t
is SDE-maximal, if T is projectively independent and of trajectory dimension t.
Proof. The kernel independent set
 T is the union of a set U = {u0 , . . . , ut } and one
further point v such that v ∈
/ U k and U is a t-dimensional subspace that does not
 
intersect all i-kernels of first kind. Because T is projectively independent, U intersects
at least one i-kernel of first kind.
 
According to Section 5.1, we construct the U -decomposition (Pt , Ωt ) of almost all
semi-kinematic mappings Γt . We choose a suitable trajectory of reference and denote
the unique t-pre-trajectory transformation by πt . It has the fix-points u0 , . . . , ut and
maps v(s0 ) to v(s).
   
If the kernel completion of T is not SDE-maximal, there exists a point w ∈ T sd \ T k
such that W := T ∪ {w} is an SDE-parameter image. The necessary and sufficient
condition for this is w(s0 )πs = w(s) for almost all parameter values s ∈ C. This can be
used to deduce a contradiction by straightforward computation:
 
We choose a projective coordinate system Σ in U . The base points be u0 , . . . , ut ,
the point of unity need not be specified. With respect to Σ, the projective mapping πs
is described by a diagonal matrix P (s), the rational parameterizations v(s) and w(s)
are represented by polynomials v(s) and w(s) that are assumed to be degree-reduced.
Their i-th component will be denoted by vi (s) and wi (s), the diagonal entries of P (s)
are denoted by p0 (s), . . . , pt (s). There exists constant complex numbers λ, % ∈ C \ {0}
such that
vi (s0 )
wi (s0 )
λ·
= pi (s) = % ·
.
vi (s)
wi (s)
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Consequently, v(s) and w(s) are proportional. Hence, v(s) ≡ w(s) and, in contradiction
to our assumption, the points v and w lie in the same i-kernel of second kind.
Corollary 2. The kernel completion P of a t-dimensional subspace T ⊂ Snd of trajectory
dimension t is SDE-maximal.
Proof. If P was not SDE-maximal, there existed a super-set to an SDE-maximal parameter image in the sense of Theorem 3. This contradicts Theorem 2.
Theorem 4. There exist no SDE-maximal parameter images except those mentioned in
Theorem 3 and Corollary 2.
Proof. If an SDE-parameter image P is of trajectory dimension t, it consists of at least
t + 1 points u0 , . . . , ut whose span U does
  not intersect all 1-kernels of first kind. There
exists at least one more point v ∈ P \ U k (otherwise, P is not maximal). The union of
u0 , . . . , ut and v is kernel independent.
 If it is also projectively independent, P is of the
type described in Theorem 3. If P ⊂ U k , it is of the type described in Corollary 2.
6 Conclusion
Theorem 4 enumerates the parameter images of maximal semi-Darboux motions of rational curves with equivalent trajectories. The SDE-property of both types can be seen
immediately. Thus, we might say that SDE-maximal semi-Darboux motions are, in a
certain sense, trivial. Nonetheless, they are not necessarily subspaces of PGL. This is
due to our general concept of projective motions. The common restriction to differentiable motions (as in [1, 3, 6]) results in the characterization of SDE-maximal parameter
images as subspaces of Snd whose dimension and trajectory dimension are equal.
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